
A “NEW CONSERVATION” DEFENSE
OF NORTHERN WHITE RHINO

RECOVERY

1 Introduction

Rhinos are one of the largest and most charismatic land animals in existence. Second in
size among land mammals to only elephants, all five species of the family Rhinocerotidae
are in grave danger primarily due to poaching. As such they are the subject of intense
international attention in conservation science. In what follows I’ll focus on the African
white rhino, which is comprised of two subspecies, the southern white rhino (SWR, Cer-
atotherium simum simum) and the northern white rhino (NWR, Ceratotherium simum
cotton). The SWR faced a tight population bottleneck roughly a century ago, but due to
conservation efforts it has rebounded and currently currently numbers ~20,000 individ-
uals, most residing in South Africa. The NWR, by contrast, has vanished from the wild
and is presumably the most endangered mammal in the world. Two females, 20-year-old
Fatu and her 30-year-old mother, Najin, are the sole surviving NWRs, both living in the
Ol Pejeta Conservancy in Kenya. The last male, Sudan, died in 2018. Neither surviving
females are viable mothers. As a result, the NWR is functionally extinct.
Hope for the NSW now lies in the cells of Fatu and Najin and frozen tissue from

the last NWRs. Using advanced reproductive and genetic technologies, conservation
science groups in the U.S, Germany, Japan, Italy, and elsewhere, are trying to produce
NWR. Referring to these strategies, hundreds of international news outlets triumphantly
proclaim that the NWR can be brought back from extinction, that novel science can save
the NWR. There is also a backlash to the project. Gilcrist 2018 asks, “if humans cannot
save a species in nature while it is alive, what future for animals that we manufacture?
My worry is that they would simply be living museum exhibits, destined to live out their
lives in zoos, with habitat loss or poaching preventing life in the wild. Where would this
end? Do we want to repopulate the world with lab-produced engineered organisms?”
Gilcrist and others echo many of the worries that arise about projects to make long
vanished animals like the mammoth and passenger pigeon de-extinct.
In light of these worries, I want to ask what is the point of NWR recovery. The

question is important to ask because the goal will affect our assessment of progress.
But it’s also important because the NWR project has an interesting and distinctive
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philosophical profile, one that raises at once almost every foundational question facing
conservation science today. Mixing up the goals of this program can obscure its rationale,
or so I will argue. Put roughly, my view is that perceived through the lens of traditional
conservation, it is hard to justify the NWR recovery project; but if viewed through the
lens off so-called “new conservation”, then the project has many independent rationales.

2 The NWR Recovery Project

Saragusty et al 2016 offers a road map to NWR recovery. Although strategies can be com-
bined at various stages, it describes essentially three different paths to creating NWRs:

• IVF. Using sperm from Suni, a male who died in 2014, and eggs from Fatu, in
vitro fertilization (IVF) was tried in August 2019, resulting in two viable NWR
embryos, which are now frozen. The frozen embryos await the conditions for safe
implantation into SWRs, who can act as surrogates to bring the embryos to term.
At the San Diego Global Zoo, meanwhile, the first IVF SWR rhino was born in July
2019. This healthy rhino is a SWR born to a SWR who is a prospective surrogate
for NWR.

• Selective breeding. NWR eggs are extremely hard to obtain and obviously scarce,
so strategies apart from IVF need to be explored. A second method aims to create
hybrids using frozen NWR sperm and SWR eggs. Hybrids could then be selectively
bred to match the genetic profile of NWR (Hildebrandt et al 2018).

• Stem cells. The third method requires dramatic advances in biotechnology and is
the most ambitious. It hopes to construct gametes from stored NWR tissue. The
idea is to produce induced pluripotent stem cells from NWR fibroblast cells. From
these stem cells one can in principle obtain sperm and ova. Intracytoplasmic sperm
injection and embryo transfer into SWRs would then be done, as above. The idea,
which may sound like science fiction, is to go from NWR skin cells to full blown
NWRs. Although it sounds far-fetched, this kind of process has been carried out
with mice in Japan. Artificial gametes were produced from iPSCs from mouse tail
and these were then used to produce fertile offspring. So a proof-of-concept already
exists.

The most cutting edge science is being pursued to save the NWR. It involves advanced
and new assisted reproduction techniques, e.g., sperm injection, embryo transfer, as
well as the most powerful methods in stem cell technology. Advances in the science
of tissue storage also should not be overlooked, as they play a central role in all three
strategies. Along the way scientists are learning more than is currently known about
rhinos’ reproductive cycle, fertility and diet.
What is the goal of NWR recovery projects? The road map answers: “Our ultimate

goal, possibly several decades in the future, is to establish viable, self-sustaining northern
white rhinoceros populations.” The road map doesn’t say precisely where the herds will
live, but it is frequently mentioned that NWR habitat still exists and comparison is often
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made to other reintroduced species. So the goal seems to be the traditional one of conser-
vation biology, namely, restoration. It is backward-in-time-looking: NWRs used to graze
on the grasslands of eastern central Africa and we want to restore that state of affairs.
In addition, throughout it is assumed that we want to avoid NWR extinction to preserve
biodiversity, just as we wish to save any species from extinction. Neither rationale is dis-
cussed in any detail; they seem to lean heavily on the goals of traditional conservation.
But we’ll see that the closeness of the NWR to the SWR creates a kind of tension: the
features of NWR that make them scientifically attractive for de-extinction are the very
features that undermine the traditional rationale. This tension raises questions about
the goals of NWR conservation and even conservation itself.

3 Conservation, Old and New

Lately there has been much discussion about a divide in the goals of conservation. What
we might call traditional conservation aims to maintain or restore historically “wild” areas
of nature, where “wild” means the area has been relatively untrammeled and unshaped
by the actions of human beings. The rationale for this goal has always been disputed,
but justifications have included appeals to ecosystem services, intrinsic value, aesthetic
value, the rights of non-human life, the value of biodiversity, and more. Zooming out,
these rationales all sanction conservation strategies that typically restrain human ac-
tions. National parks, wilderness designation, marine preserves, and invasive species and
endangered animal regulations are all ways of limiting our actions. Where positive action
instead of restraint is demanded, it is typically limited to the protection or restoration
of a particular historical condition of an area, e.g. removing an invasive species.
Climate change, non point source pollution and other non-local threats pose a challenge

to traditional conservation. Leaving nature alone can no longer be expected to lead
to the restoration of some valued historical baseline. Logging can be prohibited in a
particular forest, but the forest won’t recover if the climate is changing rapidly; fishing
can be eliminated in a marine protected area, but that won’t help organisms affected
by increasing acidification. The impacts of chemical pollution, micro-plastics, disruption
to the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles, aerosol loading, ozone depletion, and more, offer
similar challenges. Living in the so-called Anthropocene, it is said, changes conservation.
New conservationists conceive of nature like a gardener does (Marris 2011). Sometimes
we can leave things be, but sometimes we must get dirty if we’re to create a desirable
state. Sandler 2013 nicely summaries the difference between new and old conservation as
traditional conservation changing human beings to aid nature whereas new conservation
allowing us to change nature so it can live with human beings.
Due to these non-local threats, new conservation strategies have been contemplated or

even deployed, ranging from assisting migration to rewilding. Advances in biotechnol-
ogy are the latest tool in the new conservationists tookbox. Now one can imagine using
gene drives to eliminate dangerous invasive animals like ship rats on New Zealand is-
lands, genetically rescuing black footed ferrets and chestnut trees, and engineering DNA
fragments to recreate long extinct animals.
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The NWR recovery project is the par excellence of a new conservation project. It’s
about as invasive as it gets: petri dishes, sophisticated tissue freezing, advanced assisted
reproductive technology, the development of gametes from skin cells, and even a robot
specially designed to navigate the steep switchbacks in the long cervix of the rhino.
There is little “natural” about any of that. Yet the goal, as mentioned, seems to be that
of traditional conservation. There is no contradiction in using a new tool to achieve an
old goal. Yet as Sandler 2017 observes, there is a kind of tension: other justifications for
gardening are future-oriented, whereas this one is backward-looking. Why use advanced
technologies to engineer a state of the world that has vanished?

4 NWR Recovery Through the Lens of Traditional
Conservation

Why should we go to such efforts to restore NWR? Let’s begin by dismissing two common
justifications, namely, that nature in central Africa is “supposed to” include NWR and
that we “owe it” to the species because we’re the ones who destroyed them. As many
have pointed out, it’s hard to make sense of either claim. The first draws a line in shifting
sand, highlighting a particular state in a changing ecosystem as a baseline from which
to make our decisions. But it’s hard to understand nature herself as picking a particular
baseline. The second asks us to imagine that we can “owe” something to taxa, which
demands a novel and controversial ethics to understand how something without interests
can be harmed.
More instrumental rationales are also provided. In the de-extinction literature, the

justification typically appeals to ecosystem health. Mammoths once roamed the northern
tundra, and the North needs its elephant back. The elephant is a well-known keystone
species, a species whose interactions have disproportionate effects on an ecosystem. The
re-introduction of the wolves into Yellowstone National Park shows how their impact on
elk and coyotes can have a massive and unexpectedly large impact on the ecosystem.
Can the NWR project be justified in a similar way? There is little doubt that the

largest grazer on the planet is a keystone species. Cromsigt et al 2018 write that “the
white rhinoceros is the only remaining megagrazer with impacts across the landscape,”
extending from effects on soil and nutrients to climate. That said, filling the large grazer
role can’t be the goal of NWR recovery. If that were the goal one could move SWR into
the historical habitats of NWR and skip all the biotechnology!
While Groves et al 2010 hold that SWR and NWR should be classified as two different

species and point to some dental and craniometric differences, the majority view is that
they are subspecies (Harley et al 2016, using complete mitochondrial genomes, and Tun-
stall et al 2018, using a genome-wide analysis). Crucially, no one has found significant
differences in their morphology, behavior or ecology. That is the reason why we don’t
hear appeal to the important ecosystem services NWRs would provide. SWRs haven’t
been moved to NWR range because poaching makes it unsafe for them, not because
SWRs wouldn’t do the ecological engineering NWRs do.
For this very same reason, we also can’t appeal to the goal of trait recovery or the awe
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that these magnificent creatures produce in us as rationales for restoration (Newman,
Varner and Linquist 2018). Some have argued that the value of biodiversity partly is
due to keeping such characteristic and magnificent traits around. Others argue that the
awe magnificent animals inspire in us is of deep value. The NWR has some of the most
distinctive and amazing traits imaginable. People who spend time with them often come
away with a profound sense of awe. Yet those features are shared with the SWR. The only
way to tell the difference between the two is by looking at their genomes. Genetic studies
show that they diverged from each other approximately 10-80 kya (Tunstall et al 2018),
much like other African mammal subspecies from one another during the interglacial era.
So one can’t use the traits they have or the awe they inspire to justify NWR restoration.
Perhaps one can appeal to these very genetic differences as valuable. Of course, ge-

netic distance does not perfectly covary with species-hood nor the traits we care about.
But often conservationists want to preserve the “genetic integrity” of subspecies. This
idea is controversial (Marris and Rowher 2015) and it’s behind the widespread belief in
conservation that one shouldn’t allow species or subspecies to mix and hybridize, e.g.,
Scottish wildcats and domestic cats. For the moment let’s just note that the NWR and
SWR differ by only 0.1% of their genome (Tunstall et al 2018) and that it would change
conservation if we had a duty to preserve 0.1% differences wherever they are found.
Finally, it bears mentioning that the traditional goal is likely unattainable for the

foreseeable future. Rhinos take a long time to reach sexual maturity and have gestation
periods of 16 months. Females space their calving by roughly three years. To avoid
inbreeding depression we need an effective founder population of roughly 20-50 animals.
So it could be a long time (“50 years” Saradusky et al 2016) before we have a viable
potential founder population. Worse, climate and populations projections suggest the
first will harm grassland where the NWR used to roam in 50 yrs and the population
will more than double, exacerbating habitat destruction and increasing pressures that
lead to poaching, which also is expected to increase. Hence we face a gloomy forecast: if
traditional restoration is the goal, it’s unlikely to be met for a long, long time, if ever.
In sum, the most common rationales for restoration don’t easily fit the case of the

NWR. That’s what makes it interesting. Conservation efforts to save close subspecies
are already being questioned, so heroic efforts to recover one so close to another requires
even more scrutiny.

5 Defending the NWR Project

By the standards and goals of traditional conservation, the NWR rhino recovery project
faces an uphill justificatory battle. Because it does nothing to attack the root causes of
biodiversity loss and can’t possibly be scaled up to deal with the magnitude of this loss,
it opens itself to criticism.
Are there other reasons to engage in the NWR project? I think one can answer

affirmatively. In what follows I offer two considerations in favor of the NWR recovery
even if historical restoration cannot be achieved. These considerations are not decisive. I
am not saying that all-things-considered we have a duty to recover NWR. But I do think
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that there are some compelling reasons to do so. The key to both is a kind of about-face:
instead of focusing so much on the specialness or value of the NWR, focus instead on
what it can do for others.

5.1 Genetic Rescue of White Rhino

When the phrase “genetic rescue” arises in discussions of the white rhino, the idea is that
techniques like those mentioned above will come to the rescue of the NWR. I propose
looking in the opposite direction: rescuing the SWR, or better yet, the white rhino.
Rhinos worldwide are in grave danger. The SWR is the only sub-species doing at

all well. The recovery of the population to ~20,000 animals is correctly reported as a
conservation success. Nonetheless, the road ahead looks bleak. Poaching continues and
is even expected to increase. Long-term trends about population and climate change
are hardly rosy. The prediction model of Haas and Ferreira 2016 finds a serious risk of
extinction for SWR starting in 2036. The International Union for Conservation of Nature
status of the white rhino remains Near Threatened (2011 assessment).
Worse, the population of SWR isn’t particularly genetically varied. When the southern

herd split from the northern one, this occurred just as or after the population plummeted
(presumably for the same reason many other African mammals did at that time), so the
southern herd began with only ~2800 animals. After rising, the herd crashed dramatically
in the late nineteenth century. In 1880 they were erroneously thought to be extinct. All
current SWRs originate from this tiny population of 20-50 animals. As we know from
experience with the cheetah, genetic loss need not severely limit the rate of population
increase. Cheetahs faced a very tight bottleneck approximately 10 kya and yet rebounded
to number in the hundreds of thousands at one point. Large size doesn’t necessarily say
everything about the health of a species. Inbreeding and low genetic variability are
associated with a number of ills. Genetic variation is nature’s insurance policy. It helps
protect against rare recessive genetic abnormalities and is a way to spread one’s bets on
different genes protecting against potentially harmful infectious agents. The SWR is not
out of the woods.
Indeed, recent investigations indicate inbreeding may become a bigger problem going

forward (Kretzschmar et al 2019). Due to development and other factors, the habitat
of the SWR is becoming increasing fragmented. Fragmentation prevents good gene flow
through the population. In addition, we’ve recently learned that female SWR have
sexual preferences for individual males, returning to them disproportionately for mating.
Together, habitat fragmentation and preferences for certain partners may worsen the
genetic diversity of the SWR herd.
Now, suppose we discovered a hidden valley in India containing a sub-population of

cheetah that diverged from extant cheetah 10kya or more. (The Indian subspecies of
cheetah existed and is now extinct.) Suppose that subspecies was itself more diverse
and less inbred than currently extant cheetah. For the conservation of the cheetah, this
would be like hitting a gold mine. It would be imperative to protect this newly found
population — not just for its own sake but for the sake of the species cheetah.
That is more or less the situation we find ourselves in today, except the subspecies
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of NWR exists not in a hidden valley but mostly in vials of frozen tissue. In genetic
studies of variation, NWR genomes revealed 4,065,345 unique sites (single nucleotide
polymorphisms) compared to 2,511,658 for SWRs (Saragusty et al 2016). And in a
measure of inbreeding — runs of homozygosity – SWRs turn out to be slightly more
inbred than NWRs. We’re in the curious situation of having more genetic diversity of
white rhino in two living NWR plus frozen tissues than in a population of 20,000 SWR.
To me, that the gold mine is frozen doesn’t make a moral difference.
What could we do with this treasure? Not only does it allow us to potentially bring

back the NWR, but it might allow us to help the SWR if it ever needs help. Suppose
the SWR begins to suffer dramatically, as predicted. One option would be conservation
by hybridization, or intentional genetic introgression, i.e., crossing SWR with NWR to
increase genetic diversity.
To be open to intentional genetic introgression one must let go a bit of “pure” traditional

conservation. Hybridization is often viewed as the enemy in conservation. It takes two
groups and makes them one, reducing biodiversity in some sense. It obliterates the
“genetic integrity” of each group. One witnesses the drive to preserve “genetic integrity”
in efforts to eliminate cattle DNA from bison, discussions of the relationships amongst
dogs, coyotes and wolves, and the attempt in the UK to drive out the ruddy duck (Rohwer
and Marris 2015). With this philosophy in the background and the focus on “bringing
back” the NWR, the possibility of conservation by intentional genetic introgression is
rarely discussed.
But it can work. As an example, consider the rescue of the Florida panther (Puma

concolor coryi). The population in the early 1990’s had dwindled to 20-30, had poor
genetic diversity, and many individuals presented signs of inbreeding depression. De-
spite the reservations of many ecologists, in 1995 ecologists and Fish & Wildlife Services
introduced eight female mountain lions from Texas (Puma concolor stanleyana). Five
of the females had kittens. Today there is strong evidence that the genetic introgres-
sion worked: the population and genetic diversity of the Florida subspecies are up and
signs of inbreeding depression are down (van de Kerk et al 2019). Intentional genetic
introgression has worked on many animals, including big horn sheep, adders, and prairie
chicken.
There are worries that outbreeding depression will accompany genetic introgression.

This effect seems to be most common in plants, not large vertebrates like rhinos. In
their genetic analysis Moodley et al 2018 found evidence of post-divergence secondary
contact between NWR and SWR. For them, this “increases the likelihood that hybrid
rescue could be positive.” Circumstances change, but that they reproduced successfully
with one another before suggests it might work again. If outbreeding depression did
occur, obviously that would be a reason to stop any interbreeding. But as Harley et al
2016 write, “nothing is to be gained by failing to undertake the experiment.”
Naturally I’m not saying genetic introgression should be done when we get NWR. I’m

pointing out that given the threats SWR face, it’s an option price worth paying to keep
alive. Since splitting rather than lumping together genetically different subpopulations
also provides insurance against catastrophe, I think it makes sense to keep the NWR
herd separate from the SWR herd unless or until that day comes when it makes sense to
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introduce some animals.
Stevenson et al write that conservation “should try to maximize options and minimize

regrets” (1992, 11). That is my first rational for NWR recovery. The white rhino is valu-
able in every way an animal can be, both for anthropocentric and non-anthropocentric
reasons. As the largest hindgut fermenter, pseudo-ruminant megagrazer, it has arguably
unique effects on its ecosystem and possesses some of the most charismatic and pleasing
traits in all the animal kingdom. It ticks all the boxes. Given that, I want to preserve
roughly what economists call option value (Maclauren and Sterelney 2008). Option value
is the amount one is willing to pay to keep an option alive in the future. A viable healthy
population of NWR gives conservationists more options to preserve the species. But to
see this, it helps to focus less on the hard-to-defend distinctiveness of NWR and more
on the good of the species, Ceratotherium simum, and it helps to be open to novel
conservation strategies such as intentional genetic introgression.

5.2 The Ark Argument

Critics of de-extinction projects like the mammoth often decry these efforts as about the
science, not the conservation. It is a technofix, creating a “gee whiz” factor that will
attract grants and fame for labs — it is not about saving animals or the environment.
Worse, it gives “the impression that extinction is reversible” and “diminishes the gravity of
the human annihilation of the species” (Campagna et al 2017). Not only is de-extinction
not a benefit, it is a bad policy because we will not properly atone for or learn from our
crimes.
More moderate critics point out that de-extinction projects will not scale up to the size

of the biodiversity crisis. “If we really want to take heroic steps to save species, the best
way—by far—is to change our lifestyles and our eco-social systems” writes Sandler 2013,
who considers de-extinction an instance of “luxury conservation”, that is, permissible so
long as it doesn’t detract from more important interventions.
The present paper seeks to provide two defensible rationales for NWR recovery — not

argue that it should be pursued all things considered. I do strongly disagree with the
more radical set of objections to de-extinction, but I lack space to tackle their concerns
except indirectly. On the more moderate worry, of course I agree that we should tackle
the root causes of biodiversity loss. However, doing this involves changing our eco-social
systems. By the time we do that the rhino will be gone. Instead I see the situation much
like a Noah’s Ark-type scenario. This is my second rationale for NWR recovery.
We are about to face unprecedented destruction of the animal kingdom due to the

twin disasters of climate change and biodiversity loss. Soule et al 1986 estimate that it
will be approximately a millennium before wildlife density begins to increase–and that
estimate was before worries about the climate became so relevant. The water is (literally
and figuratively) rising. We can either throw some animals onboard or not. Traditional
conservationists don’t like to include anthropocentric preferences in conservation deci-
sions. But to the question of who is NWR recovery good for, it is hard to deny that
future generations of human beings is a clear defensible answer. If rhinos are able to
roam in healthy numbers, we may also find other goods, e.g., for the ecosystem. But if
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human beings survive the coming flood, they will regret what we have done to the animal
kingdom and be grateful for the chance at recovering any part of it.
That is the main reason why we should save the NWR. But we shouldn’t save the

NWR because future generations will care about having it in addition to the SWR. The
NWR is important because it is part of building the Ark, not so much because it may be
a passenger on it.
The critics are right: a lot of this is about the science and not the animal. The NWR is

not chosen as the first functional de-extinction project for “pure” conservation reasons. It
is not so special when compared to the SWR, nor does it currently play an important role
in its native habitat. Instead, it is a great candidate for the effort because the NWR is
so similar to the SWR. That makes surrogacy and other steps in the process much more
likely to succeed (and succeed ethically, given worries about very distant animals acting
as surrogates). And this effort succeeding is crucially important, for if it succeeds we
can place many others animals on the Ark, animals whose conservation value is nearly
unimpeachable. The Convention on Biological Diversity recommends the freezing of
more and more animal tissue such as is done at San Diego Global’s Frozen Zoo. I believe
we should heed this call with urgency. That is a powerful reason for advocating NWR
recovery: to help future human beings have a chance with these animals. This chance
will not make up for anything that was done or address the main causes of biodiversity
loss. Yet with this science and enough genetic tissue we could bequeath to the future the
possibility of founder populations of some of what we most value in nature’s riches.

6 Conclusion

Right now all the commentary on the NWR rhino project, for and against, is about
rescuing the NWR. The narrative treats the NWR like the panda, but one whose fate
will go from doomed to possibly recovered by technology. This spin is natural given
the tragic story. However, it sets almost unattainable goals for the project as measured
by traditional conservation. If we instead consider what the NWR can do for rhinos in
general and future people, then the aim is clearer, more attainable, and I think, justifiable.
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